
These LOB applications typically capture, manage and process “structured” data that resides in a 
relational database management system (RDBMS) such as Oracle or SQL Server. Users are able to 
query, view and process transactional data to fulfil a business function via the business application 
and user interface.

The problem is that this information only represents a small proportion of the information available 
in order to fulfil the query, required to complete the transaction or process the case.

The other information known as “unstructured” is in the form of paper, office documents and 
increasingly, digital images, voice and video. Typically this information resides in filing cabinets 
or hanging files, if in paper form, or in a file share if electronic. In addition, the unstructured 
information is uncontrolled, most likely duplicated and often out of date and therefore not in 
compliance with the many ever changing standards such as the Data Protection Act and record 
keeping in general.

The solution to this problem is to capture the unstructured information into an Enterprise Content 
Management System (ECM) and integrate it into the line of business applications. This is known as 
Content Enablement. Gartner said recently 

“Smart companies have begun linking more of their content to industry-specific applications. 
Content-enabled virtual application strategies are beginning to emerge as their solutions value 
becomes more measurable and repeatable”

Whilst point-to-point integrations are a valid approach, they can prove costly when looking to 
integrate a number of LOB applications to an ECM platform. SynApps Solutions Ltd have tackled 
this aspect of Content Enablement through the production of ConXSys.
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Seamless integration of CMIS-compliant 
enterprise content management services  
with Line of Business Applications

Organisations invest in many information management systems or Line of Business (LOB) applications to 
support specific business functions. Some are available as a set of integrated modules that underpin an 
overall business process or support a series of business processes such as Enterprise Resource Planning 
solutions (ERP). Others address a specific business function such as social care or planning.

Single view on all 
structured and 
unstructured data in 
support of business 
transactions and 
cases.

Open and fully 
extensible framework 
for delivering 
configurationbased 
content enablement

Uses direct API, 
Web Services and 
standards such as 
CMIS to communicate 
with multiple ECM 
platforms.

Allows increased 
and enhanced 
information sharing 
and collaboration 
whilst retaining 
business context.
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High-level Overview

ConXSys is a reusable and extensible framework allowing organisations to integrate existing Line of 
Business applications (SAP, Oracle, Care First etc) with their chosen Enterprise Content Management 
systems.

ConXSys provides a cost effect approach to integrating Line of Business applications with multiple 
ECM platforms in order to gain a complete contextual view of all unstructured content that relates 
to, and supports, particular transactions, activities or cases. Within this role-based view, authorised 
users are able to create, read, update, delete and search for documents and content.

ConXSys delivers a fully configurable and flexible user experience based on GWT which can be 
deployed where target Line of Business applications are not able to directly consume and render 
ConXSys services.

Key Features

•  Provides users with contextual views on all unstructured content, managed within one or more  
 ECM platforms relevant to the activity, transaction or case that they are working on.

•  Role-based access to create, read, update, delete and search functionality so that authorised  
 users can not only consume unstructured content, but can create and upload new documents,  
 edit and create new versions of existing documents, search for additional information managed  
 within the repositories and even delete content

Contact:  www.synapps-solutions.com

Technical Details

Application Server 
and Operating System 
– ConXSys is a Java 
application that is written 
for version 2.5 of the 
Servlet Specification, 
therefore any Servlet 
Container compatible 
with version 2.5 of the 
specification can run the 
ConXSys application. 
Supported Operating 
Systems are therefore 
restricted to the choice 
of Servlet container and 
appropriate java version.

• Processor: 2Ghz Dual   
 Core minimum

• RAM: 2GB Minimum

• Hard drive: 500MB,   
 includes additional   
 storage fo configurable  
 local caches

• Pre-built LoB Connectors:  
 Oracle eBusiness, SAP  
 and OLM Care First

• Pre-built ECM   
 Connectors: 
  Documentum (DFS),   
 Alfresco (CMIS)

• ConXSys browser   
 support: IE 7+, FireFox  
 9+, Safari and Chrome
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Browser 

(PC, Tablet, Smartphone)

J2EE Application server

API Libraries, Web Services, CMIS

GWT RPC HTTP/S

Information Repositories

External Applications 

(OLM, SAP, Oracle e Business)

Rest Client 
Library
(JSON, XML)

SOAP Client Library
(C, .NET, Java, 
Objective-C)

Content Management 
Systems 

Other information 
systems

Oracle e-Business SAPSharePoint AlfrescoDocumentum

ConXSys Client Services



Key Features (continued)

•  Flexible integration methods that can make the most of the interface capabilities of LOB   
 applications. In-house developed applications can directly consume ConXSys SOAP and REST  
 services and therefore utilise their existing user experience to enable users to interact with  
 unstructured content. LOB applications built on older, legacy technologies, or those that are  
 not designed to be extended, can make simple URL calls that open the ConXSys browser. More  
 modern applications can take advantage of the component-based ConXSys browser such that  
 User Interface elements can be embedded directly within the LOB application (suitable for  
 browser-based or those that support iFrames).

•  Seamlessly leverages ECM platform services such as security and access, version control, check- 
 out and check-in library services and metadata.

•  Fully designed and supported to be extended, ConXSys can readily take advantage of further  
 ECM platform services such as lifecycles, workflows, records and retention management,   
 content transformation and so forth.

•  Map metadata and context from the LOB application to the ECM platform

Benefits

•  ConXSys enables organisations to couple Line of Business applications with one or more ECM  
 repositories using a cost effective integration framework approach where the focus is on   
 configuration. ConXSys also focuses on delivering the minimum required capabilities such that  
 users can effectively consume and manage unstructured content in the context of their LOB  
 application.

•  Enables organisations to move unstructured content out of the LOB and into an ECM thus  
 realising operational benefits as a result of reduced database storage requirements (reduced  
 backup windows, simplified upgrade processes, faster recovery timeframes, increased   
 performance and fewer support resources).

•  Enables organisations to augment LOB applications with sources of unstructured content in  
 order to provide a more complete picture to the user therefore ensuring more accurate   
 decisions  are made in a timely manner.

•  By simplifying the integration process across multiple LOB applications, organisations can look  
 to move away from paper by capturing paper documents and storing them in an ECM platform.

•  Provides an alternative migration strategy whereby legacy and new repositories can co-exist,  
 both integrated into the same LOB such that premigrated and new content are equally   
 accessible. This removes content migration off the critical part of any ECM implementation and  
 ensures that migrations benefit from having more time available to them.

•  When looking at integrating multiple LoB into an ECM, one can then look to achieve benefits  
 around compliance and security as a single set of records, retention and security policies can be  
 consistently applied across all unstructured content.

Contact:  www.synapps-solutions.com

About Synapps 
Solutions

• Formed in 2003 by   
 Documentum Services  
 management team  
 and senior consultants

• Extensive experience   
 in Enterprise Content 
  Management and   
 planning, delivery   
 and support of   
 large-scale infrastructures  
 and applications

• Partnerships: Alfresco,  
 EMC, Adobe, Jive,   
 Microsoft

• Products – ConXMail,   
 ConXOffice, ConXSys,  
 ConXLoader
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